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Dan 1, 12. februar, četrtek
(Ljubljana – Cancun)
Z avtobusom se ponoči odpeljemo do letališča
v Münchnu, ter z letalom poletimo najprej do
španske prestolnice, nato pa do Cuidad de
Mexica in naprej do Cancuna. Po kratki avtobusni vožnji se nastanimo v obmorski Playi del
Carmen. (letalo, H)
Dan 2, 13. februar, petek
(Cancun – Tulum)
Playa je mondena. Ne eni strani plaža in hoteli, zadaj pa promenadna ulica z neskončnim
številom lokalov in trgovinic. Playa je eden od
obrazov Mehike, ki se ga ne sme izpustiti. Po
kavi v enem od lokalčkov nadaljujemo proti
jugu do Tuluma, kjer se srečamo z Maji. Ogledamo si ostanke njihovega mesta, enega redkih,
kjer so se Maji spogledovali z morjem. Morda
poiščemo kakšno podzemno votlino, oz. »cenoto« ali pa se samo prepustimo valovom toplega
morja. (H, Z)
Dan 3, 14. februar, sobota
(Tulum – Coba – Valladolid – Chichen Itza)
Majevsko mesto Coba nam ponudi novo sliko.
Z gozdom poraščene ruševine nem dajejo
občutek, kot da smo mi tisti, ki prvi odkrivamo
to neverjetno bogastvo. V mirnem Valladolidu
postanemo za še en mehiški vtis, nato pa po
konici jukatanskega jezika nadaljujemo do Chicen Itze. (H, Z)
Dan 4, 15. februar, nedelja
(Chichen Itza – Izamal – Merida – Uxmal)
Ostanke mesta, kjer se prepletata majevska in
tolteška zgodovina, so lani razglasili za novo
sedmo čudo sveta, in to ne zaman. Tu sta arhitektura in astronomija morda res dosegli največjo
harmonijo. V Izamalu si privoščimo tortilje, v
Meridi pa se vsak po svoje raztepemo po osrednjem Paseo Montejo, ali pa po ozkih ulicah,
ki se izgubljajo z osrednjega trga. In ko se spet
najdemo se zapeljemo še do Uxmala. (H, Z)
Dan 5, 16. februar, ponedeljek
(Uxmal – Kabah – Campeche)
V mirnih gozdovih severnega Jukatana se skriva Uxmal, ki je drugačen od ostalih majevskih
mest. Posedimo
pod Čarovnikovo piramido,
nato pa si ogledamo še bližnji Kabah, ki ga
zaznamuje Palača mask in veličasten slavolok.
Do mesta Campeche, ki ga je pred leti UNESCO

vzel za svojega, nimamo daleč. Sprehodimo se
po mestu, pogledamo kakšno je tu morje, ali pa
samo kje obsedimo in opazujemo domačine pri
svojih vsakodnevnih opravilih. (H, Z)
Dan 6, 17. februar, torek
(Campeche – Palenque)
Prepustimo se ravnicam Jukatana, naredimo
počitek ob kakšnem chicleju, predniku žvečilnih
gumijev in že smo v mestu Palenque. Pakal je
morda najbolj znano ime kakšnega majevskega
vladarja. Ta je našel svoj večni mir, ki ni trajal
večno, v osrčju Templja napisov. A Palenque
niso samo ruševine, ampak tudi neka posebna
energija v prekrasnem okolju. Maji so že vedeli,
zakaj mesto postaviti tu. (H, Z)
Dan 7, 18. februar, sreda
(Palenque – San Cristobal da Las Casas)
Iz ravnic Jukatana se dvignemo v zelena visokogorja Chiapasa, najbolj barvite, najbolj
revne in najbolj uporniške mehiške države.
Reke ki pritečejo s hribov se tu v globokih dolinah kotalijo preko skalnih pragov in ustvarjajo peneče slapove. Misol Ha in Agua Azul si
bomo pogledali od blizu, nato pa ob poti na
hitro pokukali še v starodavni Tonin. Zvečer se
prevalimo preko hribov in se znajdemo v San
Cristobal de Las Casasu. (H, Z)
Dan 8, 19. februar, četrtek
(San Cristobal da Las Casas – San Juan Chamula - San
Cristobal da Las Casas)
Kaj je sinkretizem, spoznamo v cerkvi svetega
Janeza Krstnika v bližnji vasici San Juan Chamula. Tu vlada drug svet, kamor mehiški zakoni
komaj sežejo, kljub temo pa domačini živijo
svoj red, verjetno bolj pravičen od tistega, ki ga
predpisuje država. Morda raziščemo še kakšno
bližnjo vas, ali pa se preprosto vrnemo v San
Cristobal, kjer se prepustimo prijetnemu utripu
mesteca. (H, Z)
Dan 9, 20. februar, petek
(San Cristobal da Las Casas – Sumidero – Tuxtla Gutierrez)
Odpeljemo se glavnemu mestu Chiapasa naproti – Tuxtli Gutierrez, a tokrat ne po cesti, ampak
s čolnom skozi globoko sotesko Sumidero, ki jo
obdajajo do 800 metrov visoke stene in žalostna
zgodovina. Z malo sreče morda ob poti opazimo kakšnega večmetrskega štirinožnega plazilca. Dan zaključimo v kolonialni Tuxtli. (H, Z)

Dan 10, 21. februar, sobota
c(Tuxtla Gutierrez – Tehuantepec)
Od Tuxtle do Tehuantepeca, ki leži že skoraj ob
onem drugem morju ni nič takšnega, o čemer bi
hvalospeve peli tiskani vodniki. A z občutkom
za deželo, ljudi in malenkosti, si morda ravno
ta dan sami naredimo za nekaj posebnega.
Drobna doživetja včasih štejejo več, kot največji
spomeniki. (H, Z)
Dan 11, 22. februar, nedelja
(Tehuantepec – Mitla – Teotitlan –
Tule – Oaxaca)
V Mitli si ogledamo mesto, ki so nam ga zapustili Zapoteki, še ena od neverjetnih kultur Srednje
Amerike. V Teotitlanu ugotovimo razliko med
Tequilo in Mezcalom. Je hec res samo v tistem
črvu, ki ga na koncu dodajo v Mescal? Je v Tuli,
sosednji vasi res najdebelejše drevo na svetu,
ali se nam to samo dozdeva zaradi Mescala?
Pozno popoldan smo že v Oaxaci. (H, Z)
Dan 12, 23. februar, ponedeljek
(Oaxaca – Monte Alban – Oaxaca)
Nad hribu nad mestom Oaxaca stoji še eno
mesto, mesto po imenu Monte Alban, ki so nam
ga zapustili v razmišljanje Zapoteki. Na kosilo
se vrnemo nazaj v živahno Oaxaco, kjer ostanek dneva zapravimo na Zocalu, katedrali in
muzeju. (H, Z)
Dan 13, 24. februar, torek
(Oaxaca – Puebla)
Gor in dol, levo in desno preko Sierra Madre. Pobočja polna kaktusov, globoke doline,
razpršene vasi. Na drugi strani pa Puebla, ki
kljub dobremu milijonu prebivalcev daje občutek
majhnega, prijaznega kolonialnega mesta. Tu
je doma tudi mole poblano, kulinarični barok.
Bližnja Cholula slovi po največji piramidi na svetu
– če že na po višini, pa vsaj po površini. (H, Z)
Dan 14, 25. februar, sreda
(Puebla – Cuidad de Mexico)
Tik pred pragom tistega ogromnega mesta
presenetljivo kraljujejo visoke gore, pokrite s
sneženo kapo iz katere se suče dim. Ustavimo
se v Amecameci, kjer vzamemo pot pod noge.
Je čez Paso de Cortes res korakal za to deželo
najbolj usoden mož? Borovi gozdovi, zeleni
travniki in širni razgledi. Popoldan pa čisto
nasprotje. Velemesto, smog, kaotičen promet,
množica človeških življenj. (H, Z)

Dan 15, 26. februar, četrtek
(Cuidad de Mexico)
Cuidad de Mexico je vse; je lep in je grd, je
hrupen in tih, miren in divji. Kljub vsemu, ali
pa ravno zato, te ta megapolis ne pusti hladnega. Tu se prepletata revščina in bogastvo te
dežele, preproščina in prefinjenost. Lahko ga
pogledaš v enem dopoldnevu in vidiš vse, ali
pa ga raziskuješ tedne in ga nikoli do konca ne
odkriješ. Guadalupska Marija je samo eden od
simbolov mesta. Malo severneje se razprostira
še eno velemesto – Teotichuacan. In na jugu
Antropološki muzej. (H, Z)
Dan 16, 27. februar, petek
(Cuidad de Mexico)
Ta dan začnemo od z raziskovanjem od znotraj
na ven. Najprej osrednji trg Zocalo, ter mogočne
zgradbe ob njem – katedrala, ostanki osrednjega azteškega templja ter Narodna palača, kjer
se prvič srečamo z Diegom. Povzpnemo se na
razgledni Torre Latino, v Palači lepih umetnosti
pa se kot v ogledalo pogledamo v črn marmor,
nato pa na trgu Garibaldi prisluhnemo Mariachijem. Ali pa jo mahnemo vsak po svoje odkrivat velike male stvari. (H, Z)
Dan 17, 28. februar, sobota
(Cuidad de Mexico)
Coyoacan in San Angel sta dva sosednja dela
mesta. Bohemska četrt, še en povsem drug
obraz mesta. Nekoč je bil najbolj znan prebivalec tega dela sam Cortez. Potem pa Slon
in Golobica - Diego Rivera in Frida Kahlo, v
bližini pa njun prijatelj Lev Trocki. Najprej si
ogledamo del njihove zapuščine, potem pa se
v Xochimilcu prepustimo čolnarjem, kuharjem in
Mariachijem.
Dan 18, 1. marec, nedelja
Arhitekt Louis Barragan je odtisnil Cuidad de
Mexicu neizbrisen pečat. Njegov podpis nosijo
mnoge hiše, spomeniki, cerkve, vrtovi in celo
mostovi in ceste. Barraganov dan.
Dan 19, 2. marec, ponedeljek
Ta dan opravimo z vsemi dolgovi in željami, ki
jih nismo uspeli obiskati v preteklih dneh, zvečer
pa se odpravimo na letališče, odkoder poletimo
proti Madridu.
Dan 20, 2. marec, torek
Še polet iz Madrida do Münchna, potem pa z
avtobusom v domovino.
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QUINTANA ROO
TULUM
The Tulum ruins carry the history of the Mayan
people and most structures were actually constructed during the Post-Classic Era between 1200 and
1450. The ruins are located on 12m cliffs, along the
east coast of the Yucatán Peninsula on the Caribbean Sea in the state of Quintana Roo, Mexico.One
of the best-preserved coastal Maya sites, Tulum is
today a popular site for tourists. The Maya site may
have been formerly also known by the name Zama,
meaning city of Dawn. Tulúm is also the Yucatec Mayan word for fence or wall (or trench).
urrounding the site allowed the Tulum fort to serve
as a defense against invasion.

TULUM RUINS

TEMPLO DE LAS PINTURAS

EL CASTILLO

TEMPLO DEL DIOS DESCEDENTE

EL PALACIO
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QUINTANA ROO
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This grand Mayan site lies less than two hours from
Playa del Carmen, and is different from the other
big sites in the Yucatan. First of all, it’s situated
by four natural lakes, which is a rare sight in the
Yucatan. These lakes are believed to have given
the city its name, which means “Waters stirred by
wind”. Coba still has a number of big structures
covered with the growth of the jungle, making it
a wild place that truly triggers your imagination.
This site of 50 square km/80 square miles is in
almost pristine condition. Coba is believed to contain up to 6,500 structures, of which only a small
fraction have been restored.

1_TEMPLO DE LAS IGLESIAS

2_GRUPO MACANXOC

3_CONJUNTO DE LAS PINTURAS

4_NOHOCH MUL

YUCATAN
IZAMAL
Izamal is a small city in the Mexican state of Yucatán, 72
km (about 40 miles) east of state capital Mérida. Izamal
was continuously occupied throughout most of Mesoamerican chronology; in 2000, the city’s estimated population was 15,000 people. Izamal is known in Yucatan as
“The Yellow City” (most of its buildings are painted yellow) and “The City of Hills” (though most of the “hills” are
probably the remains of ancient temple pyramids).
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IZAMAL CHATEDRAL
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IZAMAL CALLE

YUCATAN
VALLADOLID
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Valladolid (Saki’ in Maya) is a small city and its
surrounding municipality in the southeastern part
of the Mexican state of Yucatán. Valladolid is in
the inland eastern part of the state. Most of the
place was built in the early 1600’s. There is a large
underground river which is believed to pass under
the convent and the surrounding neighborhood.
This river is called Barrio Sisal. The word sisal is
based on the Mayan word “sis-ha” which means
cold water. Cenotes – pronounced “say-noh-tays”
- are water-filled sinkholes. There are no rivers in
the Yucatan, and instead cenotes are part of an underground cave system that collapsed. e Yucatan,
many of which are connected to one another or to
the ocean. Supposedly “Zaci” is Mayan for “Place
of the Sparrow Hawk”.
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YUCATAN
CHICHEN ITZA RUINS
Chichén-Itzá is the most visited archaeological site
in the peninsula of Yucatan, due to its extraordinary architecture beauty and its geographical location. It is located 120 km from Merida (about
midway between the towns of Cancun and Merida) in the State of Yucatan, Mexico.
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1_PLAZA GRANDE
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3_TEATRO PEON CONTRERAS
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5_UNIVERSIDAD DE YUCATAN
6_MUSEO REGIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA
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5_UNIVERSIDAD DE YUCATAN

6_MUSEO REGIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA

YUCATAN
MERIDA
The charming and magical city of Merida is locted
in the state of Yucatan, about 177km (110 ml)
from Campeche and 320 km (198 ml) from Cancun. Founded upon the ruins of Mayan city T’ho,
which was constructed with white limestone and
means “Face of Infinity”. Merida is known today
as a White City. It has beautiful and solidly build
colonial buildings that house the city’s history, art,
traditions and culture.
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Uxmal - This archeological zone, located 80 km
(50 ml) south of Merida on Highway 261, has
palaces of majestic architecture. The city has 15
groups of buildings, including the Adivino Pyramid, an impressive structure that is 35 meters (115
feet) tall, and the Palacio del Gobernator (Governor’s Palace), considered one of the most beautiful constructions of Mesoamerica.
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1_CASA DEL ADIVINO

2_CUADRANGULO DE LAS MONJAS

3_CASA DE LAS TORTUGAS

4_EL PALOMAR
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YUCATAN
UXMAL,KABAH, LABNA
UXMAL, KABAH, LABNA
The Maya city of Uxmal was first settled between
500 and 600 AD and constructed in a mixture
of the regional Puucand southern Chenes architecture. Already within a few hundred years it
became the largest and most important city-state
in the Puuc region and controlled several satellite
towns as well.
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1_CASA DE LA VIEJA

2_KABAH

3_LABNA

4_GRUTAS DE LOLTUN

CAMPECHE
CAMPECHE
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The area of Campeche is 56,798 square kilometers, and the population was only 754,730 inhabitants at the 2005 census. This makes Campeche
one of the states with the lowest population densities in Mexico.
The capital city of the state is the city of San Francisco de Campeche, which was declared a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO.
1. BALUARTE DE SAN CARLOS
2. MUSEO DE ESTELLAS MAYA
3. PUERTA DEL MAR
4. PARQUE PRINCIPAL
5. PALACIO LEGISLATIVO
6. EX-TEMPLO DE SAN JOSE

1_BALUARTE DE SAN CARLOS

2_MUSEO DE ESTELLAS MAYA

3_PUERTA DEL MAR (SEA GATE)

4_PARQUE PRINCIPAL

5_PALACIO LEGISLATIVO

6_EX-TEMPLO DE SAN JOSE

CAMPECHE
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The State of Campeche is a state in south-east region of the Mexican Repulic. The capital city of
the state is called Campeche ass well.
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1. FUERTE DE SAN MIGUEL
2. XTACUMBILXUNAAN
3. EDZNA
4. CALAKMUL
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1_FUERTE DE SAN MIGUEL
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4_CALAKMUL

CHIAPAS
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Chiapas is the southernmost state of Mexico, located towards the southeast of the country.
Chiapas is bordered by the states of Tabasco to
the north, Veracruz to the northwest, and Oaxaca
to the west. To the east Chiapas borders Guatemala, and to the south the Pacific Ocean. Chiapas has an area of 74,211 km2. The 2005 census
population was 4,293,459 people.
In general Chiapas has a humid, tropical climate.
In the north, in the area bordering Tabasco, near
Teapa, rainfall can average more than 3,000 mm
per year. In the past, natural vegetation at this
region was lowland, tall perennial rainforest, but
this vegetation has been destroyed almost completely to give way to agriculture and ranching.
The state capital city is Tuxtla Gutiérrez; other cities and towns in Chiapas include San Cristóbal
de las Casas, Comitán, and Tapachula. Chiapas
is home to the ancient Maya ruins of Palenque,
Yaxchilan, Bonampak, Chinkultic, and Tonina.
As of the mid 1990s, most people in Chiapas
were poor, rural small farmers. About one quarter of the population were of full or predominant
Maya descent, and in rural areas many did not
speak Spanish. The state suffers from the highest
rate of malnutrition in Mexico, estimated to affect more than 40% of the population. “Without
roads, cities or even small towns, eastern Chiapas
is a kind of dumping ground for the marginalized,
in which all of the hardships peasants confront in
the highlands are exacerbated.”

1_AGUA AZUL- “BLUE WATERFALLS”

2_AGUA CLARA

3_MISOL-HA

CHIAPAS
PALENQUE
PALENQUE RUINS
PALENQUE is archeological site near the Usumacinta river in the Mexican state of Chiapas.
It is a medium-sized size, much smaller such huge
sites as Tikal or Copan, but it containts some of the
finest architecture, sculpture, roof comb and basreliefe carvings the Maya produced.
Site is devided into sections: Templo De Las Incriptiones, Acropolis Sur, Grupo De Las cruces,
El Palacio,
Grupo Norte and Northeastern
Groups.

TEMPLO DE LAS INCRIPCIONES GROUP

ACROPOLIS SUR

GRUPO DE LAS CRUCES

EL PALACIO

GRUPO NORTE

NORTHEASTERN GROUPS

CHIAPAS
TONINA
TONINA RUINS
Tonina (Toniná in the Spanish language) is a preColumbian archaeological site and ruined city of
the Maya civilization located in what is now the
Mexican state of Chiapas, some 13 km (8.1 mi) east
of the town of Ocosingo.
The site is medium to large, with groups of templepyramids, the largest being some 76 m (249.3 ft)
high, a large court for playing the Mesoamerican
ballgame, and over 100 carved monuments, most
dating from the Maya Classic Era from the 6th century through the 9th century.

RUINS OF TONINA

GRAN PLAZA

TEMPLO DE LA GUERRA
COSMICA

PALACIO DE LAS GRECAS

ROOF COMB AT TONINA
RUINS

MAURAL DE LAS CUATRO
ERAS

STONE SCULPTURE
meante

RUINS OF TONINA

RUINS OF TONINA

CHIAPAS
SAN JUAN CHAMULA
SAN JUAN CHAMULA
San Juan Chamula is a municipio (municipality)
and township in the Mexican state of Chiapas,
with over 50,000 inhabitants. It is situated some
10 km (6.2 mi) from San Cristóbal de las Casas.
Chamula is located in the Chiapas highlands, at
an altitude of 2,200 meters (7,200 feet), inhabited by the indigenous Tzotzil Maya people, whose
Tzotzil language is one of the Mayan languages.
The town enjoys unique autonomous status within
Mexico. No outside police or military are allowed
in the village. Chamulas have their own police
force.mmm

SAN JUAN CHAMULA CHIAPAS

SAN JUAN CALLE

SAN JUAN CHAMULA

SAN JUAN CHAMULA MARCHE

CHIAPAS
SAN CRISTOBAL DA LAS CASAS
San Cristóbal de las Casas is a municipality
(municipio) and city in the central highlands
of the Mexican state of Chiapas. It is located
in the Highlands of Chiapas at an elevation of
approximately 2100 m (6890 ft) above mean
sea level. The city was named after Bartolomé
de Las Casas, a Spanish priest who defended
the rights of the Native Americans and was the
first bishop of Chiapas. In the 2005 census the
city’s population was 142,364 people, whereas
the municipality’s total was 166,460. It is the
third-largest community in Chiapas, after Tuxtla
Gutiérrez and Tapachula. T

PLAZO 31 DE MARZO

LA BOLOM

CALLE REAL DE GUANDALUPE

CENTRO DE DESAROLLO DE LA MEDICINA
MAYA

CATEDRAL DE SAN CRISTOBAL DE LAS
CASAS

CAFE MUSEO CAFE

IGLESIA DE SAN CRISTOBAL DE LAS CASAS

CHIAPAS
CHIAPA DE CORZO
CHIAPA DE CORZO
Chiapa de Corzo is a small city and municipality
situated in the west-central part of the Mexican
state of Chiapas. The city had a 2005 census
population of 37,627 and serves as municipal
seat of the municipality of the same name, which
has an area of 906.7 km2 (350.08 sq mi) and
reported a population of 73,552 inhabitants. It
was originally inhabited by the Soctona ethnic
group and its name at that time was Soctón Nandalumí. The Soctona were the only ones who
didn’t surrender during the Spanish conquest,
resisting several armed expeditions until the campaigns of Pedro de Alvarado when they were
defeated and almost exterminated.
The first Spanish attampt to
conquer the area was led
by Luis Marin in 1524 and
it ended in failure. Diego
Mazariegos
commanded
a second invasion in 1528
and his force finally succeeded
in
overcoming
fierce resistance. Facing
defeat, many of the Indians chose death instead of
surrender. As the Spanish
closed in, many jumped to
their deaths in the Canon
del Sumidero.1

Canon nel Sumidero

Templo de Santo Domingo de Guzman

Museo de la Laca

CHIAPAS
TUXLA GUTIEREZ
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In Chiapas, Tuxtla Gutiérrez is as close to the big
city as you’re going to get. A busy modern metropolis and transportation hub, the state capital
doesn’t overwhelm with style, though it makes
up for it with lots of amenities and nightlife. Most
travelers pass through either the shiny new airport
or bus station on the way to somewhere else, but
it’s a comfortable, worthwhile and warm place to
spend a day or two.
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1_PLAZA CIVICA

2_CATEDRAL DE SAN MARCOS

MUSEO REGIONAL DE CHIAPAS

AUDITORIO DEL ESTADO

JARDIN BOTANICO

3_PARQUE DE CONVIVENCIA INFANTIL

OAXACA STATE
TEHUANTEPEC, MITLA , EL TULE
Guengola, Tehuantepec:
Here, about 400 m (1312 ft) above the valley and
situated on the mountain of Guiengola, are the ruins
of the Zapotecs’ last great fortress.
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Mitla: It is famous for its pre-Columbian Mesoamerican buildings.
At over 2000 years old, El Arbol del Tule, which is
actually an Ahuehuete Cypress, is amongst the oldest living trees in the world.

1_RUINS OF GUIENGOLA ,
TEHUANT.

1_ RUINS OF GUIENGOLA ,
TEHUANT.

1_TEHUANTEPEC

2_GRUPO DE LAS
COLUMNAS,MITLA

2_GRUPO DE LA
IGLESIA,MITLA

2_GRUPO DEL AROYO,MITLA

3_EGLISE PALACIO MUNICIPIALE

3_ THE TREE OF TULE, EL TULE
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TEOTITLAN DEL VALLE, OAXACA
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Teotitlan del Valle: (te-o-tee-TLAHN del VAHye), Oaxaca, S Mexico, 17 mi/27 km ESE of
Oaxaca; 17°02’N 96°30’W. Weaving center,
known for bright serapes with idol designs. Teotitlan was the capital of the Zapotecs during the
11th and 12th centuries. A temple and pyramid
in honor of Quetzalcoatal is on a hill nearby.
With an area of 95,364 km2 , Oaxaca is the fifth
largest state in the Republic. According to the
2005 census it had a population of 3,506,821
people.

MEZDAL DISTILLERY, TEOTITLAN DEL VALLE

ZOCALO I ALAMEDA, OAXACA

1_MAJESTUOSA CATEDRAL

2_IGLESIA DE SANTO DOMINGO

2_IGLESIA DE SANTO DOMINGO DE LAS
CULTURAS, OAXACA

BASILICA DE LA SOLEDAD

OAXACA STATE
MONTE ALBAN
GRAN PLAZA
Monte Albán is a large pre-Columbian archaeological site in the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca.
The site is located on a low mountainous range rising above the plain in the central section of the Valley of Oaxaca. The monumental center of Monte
Albán is the Main Plaza, which measures approximately 300 meters by 200 meters. The site’s main
civic-ceremonial and elite-residential structures are
located around it or in its immediate vicinity, and
most of these have been explored and restored by
Alfonso Caso and his colleagues.
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Puebla is a Mexican state located in the center
east of the country, to the east of Mexico City.
The state of Puebla borders the states of Veracruz
to the east, Hidalgo, Mexico State, Tlaxcala, and
Morelos to the west, and Guerrero and Oaxaca
to the south. The state’s largest cities are Puebla
and Tehuacan, it has 217 municipalities. Puebla
does not have a coastline. The state covers an
area of about 33,919 square kilometers (13,096.2
sq mi). The terrain is mostly mountainous. The city
of Puebla was founded on April 16, 1531 as “La
Puebla de los Ángeles”. It was the first city in central Mexico founded by the Spanish conquerors.
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1 PYRAMID TEPANAPA

3 POPOCATÉPETL , IZTACCÍHUATL

Cholula is a city in the Mexican state of Puebla.
Cholula is located about 15 km west of the city of
Puebla, at an approximate elevation of 2135 meters (about 7000 ft) above sea level. holula was
a major center contemporary with Teotihuacan
and seems to have avoided, at least partially, that
city’s fate of violent destruction at the end of the
Mesoamerican Classic period. Cholula is most famous as the site of the Great Pyramid of Cholula,
the largest man-made pyramid and monument by
volume in the world.
“Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl” refers to a number of mythical and folkloric explanations of the
origins of the volcanoes Popocatépetl (“the Smoking Mountain”) and Iztaccíhuatl (“sleeping woman”) which overlook the Valley of Mexico.

2 AMECAEMECA - SANTUARIO DEL SACROMONTE

OAXACA STATE
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Puebla is a Mexican state located in the center
east of the country, to the east of Mexico City.
The state of Puebla borders the states of Veracruz
to the east, Hidalgo, Mexico State, Tlaxcala, and
Morelos to the west, and Guerrero and Oaxaca
to the south. The state’s largest cities are Puebla
and Tehuacan, it has 217 municipalities. Puebla
does not have a coastline. The state covers an
area of about 33,919 square kilometers (13,096.2
sq mi). The terrain is mostly mountainous. The city
of Puebla was founded on April 16, 1531 as “La
Puebla de los Ángeles”. It was the first city in central Mexico founded by the Spanish conquerors.

2 PIRAMIDE DE SOL

4 PALACIO DE TEPANTITLA

ESTADO DE MEXICO
CIUDAD DE MEXICO
CENTRO HISTORICO
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4.

3.
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El Centro or Centro histórico is focused on the Zócalo or main plaza in Mexico City. This section
of the city has just over nine square km and occupies 668 blocks. It contains 9,000 buildings,
1,550 of which have been declared of historical
importance. Most of these historic buildings were
constructed between the XVI and XX centuries.
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ESTADO DE MEXICO
CIUDAD DE MEXICO
CENTRO HISTORICO
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Centro historico is divided into two zones for
preservation purposes. Zone A encompasses the
prehispanic city and its expansion from the Viceroy period until Independence. Zone B covers the
areas all other constructions to the end of the 19th
century that are considered indispensible to the
preservation of the area’s architectural and cultural heritage.
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Paseo de la Reforma (“Reform’s Walk”) is a 12 kilometer long grand avenue in Mexico City. The name
commemorates the liberal reforms of 19th century.
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Alameda Central is a public park created in 1592
in downtown Mexico City. The park is a green
garden with paved paths and decorative fountains and statues, and is frequently the center of
civic events. The name comes from the Spanish
word álamo, which means poplar tree, that were
planted here.
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ESTADA DE MEXICO
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CONDESA & ROSA
Museo de Cera de la Ciudad de Mexico:
Located in an old mansion, this museum chronicles the history of Mexico’s capital city from the
time before European contact to present day.
Parque Mexico:
The Parque México is the popular name of one
of the two public parks located in the Hipodromo Condesa neighborhood of Cuauhtémoc
borough, Mexico City. The park’s official name
is “Parque José de San Martín,” in honor of the
Argentine general.

PARQUE DE MEXICO

CENTRO CULTURA CASA LAMM

It has an area of 90,000 square metres. It was
built in 1927 as the centerpiece of the neighborhood’s development plan on what was a horse
racing track and is surrounded by the avenida
México street. It is characterized by its Art Deco
architecture and design. The most prominent features are the Charles Lindbergh open air theater,
its naturalist park benches, and a duck pond.
Centro Cultural Casa Lamm:
Casa Lamm is an old porfirian style house with a
great outdoor patio, a nice restaurant, a library,
a gallery, and a school. It also offers a comfortable bookstore with a large art selection.

MUSEO DE CERA DE LA CIUDAD DE MEXICO

PARQUE ESPANA

ESTADA DE MEXICO
CIUDAD DE MEXICO
BOSQUE DE CHAPULTEPEC
Monumento a los Ninos Heroes:
Situated at the main entrance to the Bosque de
Chapultepec, this monument was designed as a semicircle of six columns, each representing the brave
young cadets who died during the invasion of US
troops in 1847.
Castillo de Chapultepec:
Chapultepec Castle is located on top of Chapultepec
Hill. It is located in the middle of Chapultepec Park
Museo Nacional de Antropologia:
The Museo Nacional de Antropología is a national
museum of Mexico.

CASTILLO DE CHAPULTEPEC

MUSEO DEL CARACOL

MUSEO DE ARTE MODERNO

PARQUE ZOOLOGICO DE CHAPULTEPEC

MUSEO NACIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA

MUSEO RUFINO TAMAYO

LA FERIA

PAPALOTE MUSEO DEL NINO

MONUMENTO A LOS NINOS
HEROES
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SAN ANGEL
Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil:
The private collection here contains early murals
by Orozco (with 50 works, this is one of the best
Orozco collections you’ll find anywhere), Rivera,
and Siqueiros and works by modern European
artists such as Klee and Picasso.
Plaza San Jacinto & Bazar Sabado:
A little way to the west lies the picturesque Plaza
San Jacinto, where the Bazar Sábado is held on
Saturdays. In a 17th c. building in the square is a
shop selling traditional handicraft articles as well
as modern art.

PLAZA SAN JACINTO & BAZAR SABADO

MUSEO CASA ESTUDIO
DIEGO RIVERA Y FRIDA KAHLO

MUSEO DE ARTE CARRILLO GIL

PARQUE DE LA BOMBILLA

PLAZA LORETO
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XOCHIMILCO & AROUND
Museo Dolores Olmedo Patino:
The Museum Dolores Olmedo Patiño was donated
to the town of Mexico, must like main function give
to know and to spread to the more important private collection of the artistic production of Diego
Rivera, integrated by 137 works of the muralista
and painter, 25 excellent works of Frida Kahlo and
43 creations of Angelina Beloff.
Parque Ecologico de Xochimilco:
Despite Xochimilco’s Unesco World Heritage status, encroaching urbanization and illegal settlement
along the canals continue to strain this unique habitat.
At least one endemic species of the zone, the axolotl
(a fishlike salamander) is in danger of extinction.

MUSEO DOLORES OLMEDO PATINO

PARROQUIA
DE SAN BERNARDINO DE SIENA

MERCADO DE XOCHIMILCO

PARQUE ECOLOGICO DE XOCHIMILCO

ESTADO DE MEXICO
CIUDAD DE MEXICO
COLONIA JAREDIENS DEL PEDREGAL DE SAN ANGEL
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Ciudad de uinversitaria
Designed by architects Mario Pani and Enrique
del Moral, it encloses the Olympic Stadium, about
40 faculties and institutes, the Cultural Center,
an ecological reserve, the Central Library, and
a few museums. It was built during the 1950s on
an ancient solidified lava bed in Coyacán called
“El Pedregal” to replace the scattered buildings
in downtown Mexico City where classes were
given. It was completed in 1954. It was declared
a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2007.
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In pre-Columbian times, Coyoacán was a town of
their own kind and a major center of trade on the
southern shore of Lake Texcoco. After the Spanish
conquest, Hernán Cortés made his residence there.
vIt remained a separate town until 1950, when it
was swallowed up by the burgeoning conurbation
of Mexico City. Centered on two busy squares, Plaza Hidalgo (the district’s main square) and Jardín
Centenario, today’s Coyoacán is known as an
upper-middle-class suburb, with a lively bohemian
and artistic culture.
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TLATELOLCO , GUADALUPE
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Plaza de las Tres Culturas
The Plaza de las Tres Culturas (“Square of the
Three Cultures”) is the main square within the
Tlatelolco neighbourhood of Mexico City.
The square contains the remains of Aztec temples
and is flanked by the Catholic church of Santiago
Tlatelolco and a massive housing complex built in
1964. The former headquarters of the Secretariat
of Foreign Affairs (foreign ministry) also stands on
the southern edge of the square.
The name “Three Cultures” is in recognition of
the three periods of Mexican history reflected by
those buildings: pre-Columbian, Spanish colonial,
and the independent “mestizo” nation.
Basilica de Guadalupe
Officially known as the “Templo Expiatorio a
Cristo Rey,” the construction of the old basilica
began in 1531 and was not finished until 1709.
The church was granted basilica status by Pope
Pius X in 1904.
The old basilica was sinking as a result of the
weakness of the ground, as the city was built on
a former lake. As a consequence a new, more
spacious, basilica was built. The old one was
closed for many years and repairs have recently
finished.
The modern basilica was built between 1974 and
1976 by the Mexican architect Pedro Ramírez
Vásquez who was also the architect of the Estadio
Azteca (Spanish for “Aztec Stadium”). It is a circular building constructed in such a way as to allow
maximum visibility for the image to those inside.

1_PLAZA DE LAS TRES CULTURAS
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LUIS BARRAGAN (1902-1988)
was born in Guadalajara, Mexico. His training
and schooling was in engineering, but he taught
himself architectural skills. In the 1920’s, he traveled extensively in France and Spain, and later in
1931, lived in Paris for a time, attending Le Corbusier’s lectures. His travels since then extended
to Morocco in 1951. His architectural practice
was in Guadalajara from 1927 until 1936 when
he moved to Mexico City and remained until his
death. His travels stimulated an interest in the native architecture of North Africa and the Mediterranean, which he related to construction in his
own country.

John Pawson visits the House of Luis
Barragán, New York Times 2002
“My house is my refuge, an emotional piece of
architecture, not a cold piece of convenience.”
Luis Barragán
People have a boundless interest in other people’s houses. Architects’ homes seem to hold a
particular fascination. I am constantly amazed by
how curious people are about my own London
house and the way I live. I will never forget the
French women who asked for a tour and were
found investigating the contents of my wife’s underwear drawer. Beyond the voyeuristic thrill lies
a genuine interest in what the Mexican architect
Luis Barragán described as the ‘emotional piece
of architecture’. Nowhere does an architect reveal more about himself – his passions, needs
and philosophy – than in the houses which he
builds for himself, where the only check or filter
for his ideas is himself.
Last month I satisfied a longstanding curiosity and
visited Barragán’s house in Mexico City which is
now run as a museum.
He lived in relative seclusion and the majority of
his work was small-scale and private. In recent
years his influence has grown - Ando and Holl
are prominent admirers - but he has not had the
widespread impact of the so-called ‘form-givers’
of the past, such as Mies van der Rohe and Le
Corbusier. For me, beyond the attraction of work
of such extraordinary discipline, grace and simplicity, Barragán’s architecture embodies a rare
connection between the sacred and the everyday.
I might add that more than once I have thought
that I have found the right expression for an idea,
only to find that Barragán had done something
similar forty years earlier.
If you ask someone what they require of a house,
they will usually embark on a long list of functional specifics – a shower as well as a bath, a
cupboard for the dog’s hairdryer, wooden floors.
Barragán’s house is a potent reminder that what

is truly important is nothing like so tangible, but has
to do rather with the qualities of sanctuary, surprise
and visual comfort.
A man of passionate and intense relationships, Barragán nonetheless chose to live alone. He was not
someone who feared isolation. His words remind
me of Agnes Martin urging her fellow artists to
“give up having pets and unnecessary companions”. His house is resolutely inward looking, with
monumental walls carving out private territory in
the heart of Mexico City. While the closure of the
outer boundaries is emphasized, everything within
is opened up: conventional distinctions between
outside and inside dissolve, gardens become rooms
whose ceiling is the sky and rooms become secret
gardens. One has a powerful sense of being cocooned at several layers’ remove from the world
outside. The design encourages you to look out
and up, but through a series of precisely framed
views, with nothing visible beyond the comforting
enclosure of green planting and blue sky.
The house looks startlingly contemporary for a
building designed in the 1940s, with flush glass
windows and the simplest of mullions. Only the
technology has dated, most noticeably the majestic 1950s record players. Walls are variously thin
or thick, uninterrupted or perforated, full-height
or freestanding, used to conceal or reveal and
constructed in adobe, concrete, wood and even
canvas. These simple, even austere materials and
forms are rendered rich and suggestive through
light and color – vibrant colors taken straight from
the jacaranda and bougainvillea outside.
As
Barragán’s designs characteristically control the
views out of the building, so there is nothing indeterminate in the way they allow light in – whether
as a blade of sunlight or a haze of luminescence.
Water, too, is used to create a series of exact effects: as a surface on which light will play, as a
source of sound and as a means to manipulate the
way a space reads, confusing our sense of where
the solid ends and the fluid begins.

BARRAGAN’S ACCEPTANCE SPEECH, Pritzker Architecture Prize Laureate
...It is alarming that publications devoted to architecture have banished from their pages the words
Beauty, Inspiration, Magic, Spellbound, Enchantment, as well as the concepts of Serenity, Silence,
Intimacy and Amazement All these have nestled in
my soul, and though 1 am fully aware that I have
not done them complete justice in my work, they
have never ceased to be my guiding lights.
Religion and Myth. It is impossible to understand Art and the glory of its history without
avowing religious spirituality and the mythical
roots that lead us to the very reason of being of the
artistic phenomenon. Without the one or the other
there would be no Egyptian pyramids nor those
of ancient Mexico. Would the Greek temples and
Gothic cathedrals have existed? Would the amazing marvels of the Renaissance and the Baroque
have come about? And in another field, would the
ritual dances of the so-called primitive cultures have
developed? Would we now be the heirs of the inexhaustible artistic treasure of worldwide popular
sensitivity? Without the desire for God, our planet
would be a sorry wasteland of ugliness. “The irrational logic harbored in the myths and in all true
religious experience has been the fountainhead
of the artistic process at all times and in all places
“ These are words of my good friend, Edmundo
O’Gorman, and, with or without his permission, I
have made them mine.
Beauty. The invincible difficulty that the philosophers have in defining the meaning of this word is
unequivocal proof of its ineffable mystery. Beauty
speaks like an oracle, and ever since man has
heeded its message in an infinite number of ways:
it may be in the use of tattoos, in the choice of a
seashell necklace by which the bride enhances the
promise of her surrender, or, again, in the apparently superfluous ornamentation of everyday tools
and domestic utensils, not to speak of temples and
palaces and even, in our day, in the industrialized
products of modern technology. Human life deprived of beauty is not worthy of being called so.
Silence. In the gardens and homes designed by
me, I have always endeavored to allow for the interior placid murmur of silence, and in my fountains,
silence sings.
Solitude. Only in intimate communion with solitude may man find himself. Solitude is good company and my architecture is not for those who fear
or shun it.
Serenity. Serenity is the great and true antidote
against anguish and fear, and today, more than
ever, it is the architect’s duty to make of it a permanent guest in the home, no matter how sumptuous or how humble. Throughout my work I have
always strived to achieve serenity, but one must be
on guard not to destroy it by the use of an indis-

criminate palette.
Joy. How can one forget joy? I believe that a work
of art reaches perfection when it conveys silent joy
and serenity.
Death. The certainty of death is the spring of action and therefore of life, and in the implicit religious
element in the work of art, life triumphs over death.
Gardens. In the creation of a garden, the architect invites the partnership of the Kingdom of Nature.
In a beautiful garden, the majesty of Nature is ever
present, but Nature reduced to human proportions
and thus transformed into the most efficient haven
against the aggressiveness of contemporary life.
Ferdinand Bac taught us that “the soul of gardens shelters the greatest sum of serenity at man’s
disposal,” and it is to him that I am indebted for my
longing to create a perfect garden. He said, speaking of his gardens at Ies Colombiers, “in this small
domain, I have done nothing else but joined the millenary solidarity to which we are all subject: the ambition of expressing materially a sentiment, common
to many men in search of a link with nature, by creating a place of repose of peaceable pleasure “ It will
appear obvious, then, that a garden must combine
the poetic and the mysterious with a feeling of serenity and joy. There is no fuller expression of vulgarity
than a vulgar garden.
Fountains. A fountain brings us peace, joy and
restful sensuality and reaches the epitome of its very
essence when by its power to bewitch it will stir
dreams of distant worlds.
Architecture. My architecture is autobiographical, as Emilio Ambasz pointed out in his
book on my work published by the Museum of
Modern Art in New York. Underlying all that I
have achieved such as it is are the memories of
my father’s ranch where I spent my childhood and
adolescence. In my work I have always strived to
adapt to the needs of modern living the magic of
those remote nostalgic years.
The Art of Seeing. It is essential to an architect to know how to see: I mean, to see in such a
way that the vision is not overpowered by rational
analysis. And in this respect I will take advantage
of this opportunity to pay homage to a very dear
friend who, through his infallible aesthetic taste,
taught us the difficult art of seeing with innocence.
I refer to the Mexican painter Jesus (Chucho)
Reyes Ferreira, for whose wise teachings I publicly
acknowledge my indebtedness.
Nostalgia. Nostalgia is the poetic awareness
of our personal past, and since the artist’s own
past is the mainspring of his creative potential, the
architect must listen and heed his nostalgic revelations.My associate and friend, the young architect
Raul Ferrera, as well as our small staff, share with
me the ideology which I have tried to present. ...
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CHAPEL IN TLALPLAN
The renovation of the church and convent of the Capuchinas Sacramentarias del Purisimo Corazón de Maria was
financed and carried out by Barragan, as his personal
gift to the religious community. Facing the two-storey volume of the chapel with masonry latticework, the choir
space inderictly lights the inside space of the chapel,
casting, especially in the morning, a bright light onto the
focal point of the altar and a gilt triptych, entirely faced
in gold leaf. The whole symbolic composition of the emblems elaborated for the chapel and the whole convent,
just as the colour studies of the tabernacle, the latticework, the altar, played out in the festive colour range
of magenta, yellow and gold, reveal that the references
to local tradition are closely bound to the awarnes of
modernity in Barragán’s mature idiom.
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JARDINES DEL PEDREGAL SUBDIVISION AND PRIETO LOPEZ HOUSE
Jardines del Pedregal is an upscale residential Colonia
(neighborhood) in southern Mexico City. In the mid
1940’s Luis Barragan began a project to urbanise the
area and protect its ecosystem. Barragán had the idea
of developing El Pedregal promoting the harmony between architecture and landscape. The first structures
built on the site were the Plaza de las Fuentes, or Plaza
of the Fountains, the Lote Muestra, or demonstration
gardens and demonstration houses by Barragán and
Max Cetto.
The house was one of the first buildings erected in the
volcanic fields of El Pedregal. The building is laid out on
various levels that follow the terrain and define distinct
spaces: the entrance patio, the garden and the area
of the swimming pool. The lava stone that borders the
pool, and the garden with its local vegetation, enter into
a discreet dialogue with the architecture. When completed, this house was perceived as a symbol of a new
kind of contemporary design, native to Mexico. In this
building, Barragán has been able to express not only
his reference to traditional houses, but also the ineffable
spirituality and the ramming intimacy of Mexico’s colonial legacy as seen in monastic architecture.
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GALVÉZ HOUSE
The size of the available lot, roughly 2200 square metres overlooking on of the cobblestone lanes of what
was then still a suburban village, led Barragán to work
on the reciprocal relationship between house and garden, where the location and layout of the house’s perimeter proved to be essential to the definition of the
relationship between open and closed spaces. A similar
consideration guided the construction of the fountain,
enclosed by the walls, moreover, not only screened
the only aperture planned in the western façade of the
house, but also created a volume of colour that reflects
into interior.
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GILARDI HOUSE
The morphological characteristics of the lot, the presence of a large jacaranda tree, and the specific request
of the owner for the installation of a full-size swimming
pool for daily use, ideally corresponded to he recurrent
themes of Barragán’s work. The architect developed an
introverted composition, which turns its back on the city
to face the private space, where the tree serves as a
fulcrum and where the structure of the pool is separate
but perfectly integrated into the rythm of the architectural volumes.
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First floor

Ground floor
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BARRAGÁN/ORTEGA HOUSE
The garden and the house Barragán designed for himself around a core of pre-existing structures at Calle
Francisco Ramírey 20/22, where he lived from 1943 to
1948, show a series of themes and elements that typify
his mature work. We observe an approach to design
that springs from
pre-existing elements on the site, giving them a radically new meaning within a new system of relations.
The property was sold to Mr. Ortega when Barragán
moved down the street. At Calle Francisco Ramírey 14,
Barragán built another personal residence as an ongoing project and
architectural laboratory of sorts, where he experimented with the characterisation and interplay of spaces.
Barragán House No. 14 was inscribed onto UNESCO’s
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MEXICO CITY
Tlanepantla
CUADRA SAN CRISTOBAL
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1968 - The program for the complex of residence
and the eqestrian stables built for Folke Egerstorm included, in addition to the home itself, a large pool of
water for the refreshment of the horses, a granary, a
meadow for grazing, and the training tracks, which
are all clustered together in a compositioin of considerable sweep. The depth and wealth of the roots
of this creation suggest, on the one hand, analogies
with a number of experimental works of the international modern movement, while on the other hand
they evoke the ranchos and the haciendas of the
most traditional Mexico, in an interpretation hovering between personal memory, oneiric projection,
and a position concerning architectural culture.

1_SHALLOW POOL FOR HORSES

2_STABLES

3_EGERSTROM RESIDENCE

4_PRIVATE POOL
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MEXICO CITY
Mexico City
AUTOPISTA 57: TORRES DE SATELITE
In 1957 in collaboration with the sculptor Mathias Goeritz, Barragán designed a cluster of shaft-like monumental towers that marked the exit of the N highway from
Mexico City and indicated the presence of the residential
subdivision known as the Satellite City. The towers were
solid monoliths in reinforced concrete, five in all, rising
to 31, 37, 40, 46 and 50 meters respectivly. They were
triangular in plan, rough in texture, and originally painted in red, yellow, white and blue. Experienced from the
passing car, they shifted into ever-changing alignments,
one moment massive and solid, the next planar and immaterial. Ambiguous in size, the ensemble of coloured,
abstract forms generated a field of energy on the scale
of the wide central valley of Mexico, and were visible for
miles around.

MEXICO CITY
Mexico City
FOUR PAINTERS` STUDIOS AND APARTMENT HOUSES ON CALLE ELBA
In 1935 Barragán moved to Mexico City. During the previous 9 years in his native Guadalajara he had planned
a public park and built or remodeled nearly two dozen
mildly modernized Spanish colonial-style houses. Once
in the capital, however, he immediately adopted the
fashionable Corbusian form-language, with borrowings
almost as blatant as O`Gorman`s. Over the next four
years he built another two dozen houses and small apartment buildings, most in collaboration with others such as
the engineer Jose Creixell and the German-born architect
Max Cetto. The 1939 building housing four painters` studios at Plaza Melchor Ocampo is typical of such efforts.
Notable here are the membranous facade, metal-framed
factory windows, and walled roof terrace opened by an
unglazed, ˝punched out˝ rectengular void - a device
adapted from projects like LC`s Savoye, Stein villas near
Paris and Weissehof - S.

APARTMENT HOUSES ON CALLE ELBA

FOUR PAINTERS` STUDIOS (ON THE RIGHT) ON
PARQUE MELCHOR OCAMPO

MEXICO CITY
Tlanepantla
LAS ARBOLEDAS SUBDIVISION
In Barragán`s design for the riding stables of Las Arboledas (1958-61), the elegant rituals of equestrianism were
organized as a sequence of shaded walks and outdoor
rooms defined by geometrical planes in the landscape
including a network of water tanks, pools, troughs and
freestanding walls. illusions of compression and depth,
of size and perspective, were enhanced by contrasts of
colour, ambiguosly placed rectangles, controlled glimpses of distant landscapes seen through horizontal openings, and the dappled play of light and off water. Here
the Islamic paradise garden and the discoveries of the
Barcelona Pavillion or the illusionism of the roof terrace
of the Unite at Marseilles came together in a labyrinth
of curiously nostalgic character: a mininmalist aesthetic
was given an emotional charge. Intended to become a
horse lovers’ paradise, itbecame a popular destination
for middle-class suburbanites.

PLAZA Y FUENTE DEL BEBEDERO, 1959-62

MEXICO CITY
Tlanepantla
LOS CLUBES SUBDIVISION
In 1963 Barragán, himself an accomplished equestrian, purchased a series of plots within Las Arboledas that he called
Los Clubes. He planned this development as an exclusive
and private equestrian experience, catering specifically to
the elite. The Fuente de los Amantes, Cuadra San Cristóbal,
and the home of the Egerstrom family reflect a powerful refinement of Barragán’s phenomenological explorations of
exterior space. The sounds of water emerging from scuppers
and horses’ hooves in contact with the stone paving evoke
sounds of the streets of Mazamitla, demonstrating a physical
and psychological connection to memory. The fragmentation
of space through the use of enormous walls that are often
punctured and juxtaposed to visually frame the landscape
and the reflective surfaces of pools of water enrich what is a
surrealist space with metaphysical contradictions. Barragán’s
architecture relies less on theoretical principles and rational

FUENTE DE LOS AMANTES, 1966 (THE LOVERS’ FOUNTAIN)

FRIDA KAHLO (1907-1954)
BIOGRAPHY
Frida Kahlo was born Magdalena Carmen Frida
Kahlo y Calderon in Coyoacan, Mexico July 6th,
1907. She was one of four daughters born to a
Hungarian-Jewish father and a mother of Spanish and Mexican Indian descent. She did not
originally plan to become an artist. A survivor of
polio, she entered a pre-med program in Mexico
City. She became a member of the “Cachuchas”,
a political group that supported socialist-nationalist ideas and devoted themselves intensively to
literature and mischief. During this same period,
the “Mexican Renaissance” movement began.
The government sponsored local artists to paint
murals in churches, schools, libraries, and public buildings. It was at the Preparatioria school
that Frida first learned of Diego Rivera, who was
painting his mural “Creation” at the school’s Simon Bolivar auditorium.
At the age of 18, she was seriously injured in a
bus accident. She spent over a year in bed recovering from fractures to her spine, collarbone and
ribs, a shattered pelvis, and shoulder and foot
injuries. She endured more than 30 operations
in her lifetime, and during her convalescence
she began to paint. Her paintings, mostly selfportraits and still life, were deliberately naïve,
and filled with the colors and forms of Mexican
folk art. At 22, she married Diego Rivera. Their
stormy, passionate relationship survived infidelities, the pressures of careers, divorce, remarriage, Frida’s lesbian affairs, her poor health
and her inability to have children. Frida once
said: “I suffered two grave accidents in my life…
One in which a streetcar knocked me down and
the other was Diego.”
Both Frida and Diego were very active in the
Communist Party in Mexico. In early July 1954,
Frida made her last public appearance, when
she participated in a Communist street demonstration. Soon after, on July 13th, 1954, at the
age of 47, Frida passed away.
Frida has been described as: “…one of history’s
grand divas…a tequila-slamming, dirty joketelling smoker, bi-sexual that hobbled about her
bohemian barrio in lavish indigenous dress and
threw festive dinner parties for the likes of Leon
Trotsky, poet Pablo Neruda, Nelson Rockefeller,
and her on-again, off-again husband, muralist
Diego Rivera.” Today, more than half a century
after her death, her paintings fetch more money
than any other female artist. A visit to the Museo
Frida Kahlo is like taking a step back in time. All
of her personal effects are displayed throughout

the house and everything seems to be just as she
left it. One gets the feeling that she still lives there
and has just briefly stepped out to allow you to
tour her private sanctuary. She is gone now but her
legacy will live on forever…. Viva la Frida…
Aside from a few art classes in high school and
browsing through art books from her father’s collection, Frida had no formal training in the arts.
As Frida developed her artistic skills, her paintings
evolved into her own unique style, heavily influenced by other people, artists, cultures and life itself. She experimented with different styles and motifs and shocked the art world with her “surrealist”
style works and paintings with sexual references.
Kahlo’s paintings are rich in bright vibrant colors.
During her lifetime, Frida created some 200 paintings, drawings and sketches related to her experiences in life, physical and emotional pain and her
turbulent relationship with Diego. She produced
143 paintings, 55 of which are self-portraits. When
asked why she painted so many self-portraits, Frida
replied: “Because I am so often alone, because I
am the person I know best.”
In 1953, when Frida Kahlo had her first solo exhibition in Mexico (the only one held in her native
country during her lifetime), a local critic wrote:
“It is impossible to separate the life and work of
this extraordinary person. Her paintings are her
biography.”

DIEGO AND I

DIEGO IN MY THOUGHTS

LAS DOS FRIDAS

SELF-PORTRAIT
WITH THORN NEC.

FLOWER OF LIFE

HENRY FORD HOSPITAL

SELF-PORTRAIT DEDICATED TO
LEON TROTSKY

LA COLUMNA ROTA

DIEGO RIVERA (1886-1957)
BIOGRAPHY
Diego Rivera was born in Guanajuato City,
Guanajuato, to a well-off family. Rivera claimed
to be descended, on his mother’s side, from Jews
who converted to Roman Catholicism, and, on
his father’s side, from Spanish nobility. Since
he was ten years of age, Rivera studied art at
the Academy of San Carlos in Mexico City. He
was sponsored to continue study in Europe by
Teodoro A. Dehesa Méndez, the governor of the
State of Veracruz.
After arrival in Europe in 1907, Rivera initially
went to study with Eduardo Chicharro in Madrid,
Spain, and from there went to Paris, France, to
live and work with the great gathering of artists
in Montparnasse, especially at La Ruche, where
his friend Amedeo Modigliani painted his portrait
in 1914. His circle of close friends, which included
Ilya Ehrenburg, Chaim Soutine, Modigliani’s wife
Jeanne Hébuterne, Max Jacob, gallery owner
Leopold Zborowski, and Moise Kisling, was captured for posterity by Marie Vorobieff-Stebelska
(Marevna) in her painting “Homage to Friends
from Montparnasse” (1962).
In those years, Paris was witnessing the beginning of cubism in paintings by such eminent painters as Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque. From
1913 to 1917, Rivera enthusiastically embraced
this new school of art. Around 1917, inspired by
Paul Cézanne’s paintings, Rivera shifted toward
Post-Impressionism with simple forms and large
patches of vivid colors. His paintings began to
attract attention, and he was able to display them
at several exhibitions.
In 1921, through a government program, Rivera
began to express his artistic ideas about Mexico, its people and its history, by starting a series of murals in public buildings. In the 1930s
and 1940s, Rivera painted several murals in the
United States. Some of his works created controversy, especially the one he did for the Rockefeller family in the RCA building in New York City.
The mural, known as Man at the Crossroads,
featured a portrait of Russian communist leader
Vladimir Lenin. The Rockefellers protested, but
Rivera refused to remove the portrait. The Rockefellers had Rivera stop work on the mural and
had it destroyed.
His personal life was as dramatic as his artwork.
In 1929, he married artist Frida Kahlo, who was
roughly 20 years his junior. The two had a passionate, but stormy relationship, divorcing once
in 1939 only to remarry later. She died in 1954.
He then married Emma Hurtado, his art dealer.

Rivera died of heart failure on November 24, 1957,
in Mexico City, Mexico.
Diego Rivera studied painting in Europe between
1907 and 1921. Upon his return, he concentrated
largely on creating frescos portraying the history
and social problems of Mexico. Commonly referred to as a painter of the people and for the
people, Diego Rivera held fast to his firm belief that
art could be used to bring attention to matters that
need to be addressed.
Diego Rivera is known as a Mexican social realist
muralist whose famous monumental frescoes gave
life to revolutionary themes, a subject close to his
heart. His paintings focus specifically on social issues of everyday life. It also champions the causes
of the oppressed. He was an artist who used his
work politically to speak for the underprivileged
masses in his home land of Mexico.
Diego Rivera paintings, including his portraits, were
also used to make personal and political statements.
He was a Communist and consequently, many of
his paintings expressed his belief that Communism
would better the plight of the poor people in his
homeland. He believed that Communism, if widely
accepted in Mexico, would bring about many beneficial crucial changes, such as helping rid his country of its desperate poverty.
Moreover, Diego Rivera was a talented printmaker,
sculptor and book illustrator. His artwork is hung in
museums around the world. Some of the most famous Diego Rivera paintings include: Peasants and
Nude with Calla Lilies.

The Murals Of Coit Tower

Homage to Friends

Portrait of Adolfo Best Maugard

Portrait of Jacques Lipschitz

Sailor at Breakfast

Rivera’s first mural: Creation, 1922-23, Anfiteatro Simon Bolivar

Portrait of Two Women

